Abstract Aggregate functtons m relattonal query languages allow intricate reports to be written. In this paper aggregate functions are precisely defined The definition does not use the notion of "duphcates." gelattonal algebra and relattonal calculus are extended m a general and natural fashton to include aggregate functions It is shown that the languages so extended have eqmvalent expressive power
Introduction
An important function of database management systems, report writing, involves the application of aggregate or statistical functions such as sum, average, minimum, etc. to data files or database relations. While relational database theory has provided a sound mathematical basis for studying many database problems, the use of aggregate functions in relational query languages is not well understood. In particular, precise and general definitions are lacking, and their embedding into query languages is not well defined.
Example.
To illustrate what we mean by aggregate functions, consider the relational schema of Figure 1 , describing a university database. A typical query, in English, involving aggregate functions, would be the following:
For every department in the Letters and Science College, compute the total graduate student support for each of the department's faculty members and print the department name and the average support for the department. dept(name, head, college) faculty(name, dname) grad(name, majorprof, grantamt) (3) We extend relational algebra to include aggregate functions in a natural manner. (4) We prove that the algebra and calculus so extended have the same expressive power.
There are several reasons the above work is needed:
(1) As stated, report writers are an important part of real-life database applications, and, as such, a theoretical foundation is needed for these systems. With such a foundation, system specifications can be made much more precisely, and new languages can more easily be defined.
(2) Previous treatments of aggregate functions in relational languages have not been general and have not been well defined. Two examples are System R [1] [2] [3] and INGRES [7, 8] . The formulations of aggregate functions in these systems do not apply to more general languages, for example, to languages having explicit quantitiers. Their definitions of aggregate functions also rely unnecessarily on "sets" of tuples having duplicate members (a contradiction). This goes completely outside the set-theoretic definition of the relational model. A precise defmition is therefore needed which does not use the notion of"duplicate." In this paper we give definiuons of aggregate functions for the calculus and the algebra which are natural, general, and precise.
(3) Having extended the calculus and algebra to include aggregate functions, st is important to know if they have equivalent expressive power. This will allow designers to base new languages on either the calculus or the algebra without fear of losing expressive power.
Outline of Paper
In Section 2 we formally define relations, aggregate functions, relational algebra, and relational calculus. Some comparisons between the two languages are made. In Section 3 an algorithm is given showing that every algebraic query can be expressed as a calculus expression. In Section 4 we show that every calculus query has an equivalent algebraic expression. Finally, in Section 5 we provide a summary and some directions for future work.
Formal Defimtions
The relational model is first defined. We follow Codd [4--6] m taking all data domains to be the set N of natural numbers and in referring to attributes by column number. This simplifies the treatment, although some arithmetic computations on column numbers are then necessary.
THE RELATIONAL MODEL.
A relation scheme is a symbol R along with a positive integer called the degree of R and denoted deg(R). If R has degree n, the n attributes of R are identified by the numbers 1 ..... n.
A relation r of degree n is a finite set of n-tuples. (An n-tuple can be defined as a function on the set (1 ..... n) of attribute numbers.) Relation schemes will sometimes also be called relations, and this should not cause confusion.
A schema is a sequence (R1 ..... RN) of relation schemes. Throughout this paper, one fixed schema (R1, ..., RN) is assumed.
An instance I of schema (R1 .... . RN) is a sequence (rl, ..., rN) , where for each i = 1, ..., N, r, is a relation of degree deg(R,). We let I be the set of all instances over fixed schema of N relations.
AGGREGATE FUNCTIONS. The concept of an aggregate function is quite
simple. An aggregate function takes a set of tuples (a relation) as an argument and produces a single simple value (usually a number) as a result.
Both SQL [1] [2] [3] and QUEL [7, 8] , the query languages of System R and INGRES, respectively, require that aggregate functions be able to accept arguments with duplicates. For example, to sum the salaries in an employee relation, the relation would be projected on the salary column, duplicates would be retained, and the projection would be sent to the sum function. Besides being unnecessary, as we will see, using the notion of "duplicates" has a number of disadvantages. Two of these are the following1:
(l) The DBMS cannot optimize a query which must return duplicates. For example, consider the union of two restrictions of the form,
Here ~ and ~r are restrictions on the same relation R. One way to evaluate this query is to scan R and output tuples which satisfy ~ or or. However, such a standard access strategy will not work, since it will not preserve the number duplicates for the original query.
(2) The usual algebraic identities for relational algebra fail to hold when duplicates must be retained. We give one example of this. Consider the following two "relations" with duplicates:
Intersection should be related to join and projection by the equation,
The right-hand side evaluates to the relation, Now, intersection should also satisfy the property,
RNSC_R.
Clearly, this is impossible.
Our solution is quite simple. Instead of providing one sum function (or average, max, etc.), we provide a parameterized family of sum functions: sum1, sum2, sum3, ..., sums, ....
We use the relauonal algebra defined m the next section.
The function sum, sums the numbers in the ith column of its input. Now there is no need for the notion of "duplicates." For example, to determine the sum of salaries (column 3) in the relation 
where R is the set of all relations. 2 Thus, an aggregate function, given a set of tuples, produces a single number as its value.
For relational calculus and relational algebra to be equivalent, the set Agg cannot be completely arbitrary. The necessary condition, however, is trivial. If there is a function in Agg which operates on one set of columns or attributes, there must be similar functions which operate on other possible sets of columns. For example, we cannot have sum~ in Agg without also having sum2, sum3, etc. A more formal description of this "uniformness" property is the following. For everyf E Agg and relation S, if S' is a "constant expansion" of S, that is, if there is a projection X such that S'[X] = S and S[~X] contains just one tuple (~X denotes attributes not in X), then there is anf' E F such thatf(S) =f'(S'). All normal sets of aggregate functions have this property. Another expression of this property will be given after we have defined the relational algebra.
2.3. RELATIONAL ALGEBRA. In this section we present the formal definition of relational algebra expressions having aggregate functions.
The set E of relational algebra expressions (or simply "expressions") over our fixed schema and the associated functions deg (degree) and attrs (attributes) for expressions are defined as follows:
If e ~ E has degree k, then attrs(e) = { l ..... k }.
(1) Literals. For any constant c E N, (c) E E and'has degree 1. We have defined the syntax of relational algebra expressions. Next we give the semantics of expressions. For each e E E of degree k and each 1 E I, the value of e on L denoted e(I), is a relation of degree k. The formal definitions are as follows:
(1) {c)(I)= {c}. 
(t: t E e(I) and t[X] O t[ Y]}. (6) (el U e2)(I) = (t:t ~ el(I) or t ~ e2(I)}, (el -e2)(I) = {t: t E el(I) and t ~ e2(l)}. (7) e(X,f)(I) = (t[X] o y:t E e(I) A y = f((t' :t' E e(I) A t'[X] = t[X]})}.
The aggregate formation operator partitions its input on the attributes X, applies the functionf to each partition, and outputs the X-value and associated f-value for each partition.
RELATIONAL CALCULUS. Relational calculus was originally introduced by
Codd [5] as a high-level, nonprocedural relational query language. It is a basically a predicate calculus language with added restrictions for ensuring that query results are always finite relations. The relational calculus we define here is very similar to Codd's. For syntactic convenience we have separated range formulas in an alpha expression from the main alpha-defining formula. The extension to include aggregates is syntactically quite simple: We allow terms (simple values) to be not only constants and attribute-qualified tuple variables, but also to be formed by applying an aggregate function to an alpha expression. One other change from the original calculus is in the form of the range formulas. It has been necessary to generalize them so that the equivalence with the algebra will hold.
Several classes of objects are used to define calculus expressions: variables, terms, formulas, range formulas, alpha expressions (called simply alphas), and closed alpha expressions. Free variables, bound variables, and dosed objects (terms, formulas, alphas) are now defined. An occurrence of a variable v, is free if it is not within the scope of a v,-quantifier. Otherwise, the occurrence is bound. A v,-quantifier is a fragment(3rv,) of a formula or the range fragment rz ..... rm, ..., r,, of an alpha. The scope of a quantifier (3rv,) in a formula is the formula to which the quantifier is applied. The scope of a range fragment i"1 ..... r,,, in a formula is the associated target list and the associated qualifier. (Note that the alphas in the range fragment itself are not part of the scope; they are closed, and their variables are "invisible.") An object (term, formula, alpha) is closed if it has no free occurrences of any variable.
INTERPRETATIONS OF ALPHAS.
The previous section defined the syntax of relational calculus having aggregate functions. Now we specify the semantics of the calculus.
In order to define the value of an alpha on an instance, we must, as in predicate calculus, define valuations which give values to free variables. In defining the meaning of relational calculus objects (terms, formulas, and alphas), we may assume that all free variables are associated with nonempty ranges. To see this, note that our real interest is in closed alphas. If one of the ranges r, of a closed alpha (t~, ..., tn) : rl ..... rm :~k is empty, we know that the value of the alpha will be empty, and neither the target list nor the qualifier need be examined. If an existential formula (3r)6 has an empty range for some instance L we know the value of the formula on I will be false regardless of the form of 6. Hence, the only time we need to evaluate a calculus object recursively is when the range of a variable is nonempty. The parameters needed to interpret an object q possibly having free variables will therefore consist of an instance I, a set S (called a free list for q) of ordered pairs of the form (v,, D), where v, is a variable and D is a relation, and a set x (called a valuation for q and D) of ordered pairs of the form (v~, t), where v, is a variable and t is a tuple. In addition, if v, has free occurrences in q, then there will be a pair (v,, D) in S and a pair (v~, t) in x such that t ~ D. D will be denoted by St, and t will be denoted by x~.
In the following, if q is a calculus object (term, formula, or alpha), I is an instance, S is a free list for q, and x is a valuation for q and S, then q(1, S, x) will denote the interpretation of the object q. These interpretations will be defined recursively.
Interpretations of Terms. Terms evaluate to elements of N. If c ~ N is a constant, c(I, S, x) = c (itself). For a variable v~ and attribute A, v~[A](I, S, x) = x~[A]
(the column-A value of the tuple associated with v, in x). Given an alpha a and an aggregate function f, f(a)(l, S, x) =f(ct(l, S, x)). As in predicate calculus, it is easy to show that for any alpha o~, the value of ct(L S, x) depends only on the components of S and x corresponding to free variables of cc In particular, if a is closed, a(I, S, x) is independent of S and x, and in this case we simply write a(I).
Interpretations of Formulas.
2.6. COMMENTS AND COMPARISONS. In this section we illustrate the different features of the algebra and the calculus.
(l) The syntactic (and semantic) structures of the two languages are quite different. The algebra has one syntactic class: expressions. The calculus has three main classes: terms, formulas, and alphas, where only a subset of the last class (the closed alphas) corresponds to expressions. In Figure 2 we depict simplified syntactic structures of the algebra and the calculus where arrows, --~, denote the relation, "are used to define." Any equivalence proof must reconcile these very different structures.
(2) Among the trade-offs in using the two languages are the following two: The algebra has a much simpler structure. This could be useful in theoretical work where, for example, inductive proofs are used. On the other hand, the calculus allows queries to be expressed more naturally (see below), and this may be useful, not only for enduser purposes, but also to make language specifications by translations to the calculus simpler.
Below we give several examples comparing queries expressed in the calculus with queries expressed in the algebra.
Given a student relation scheme, student(name, yr, gpa), we want to know, for each student year (1, 2, 3, 4), the average of gpa's for students in that year. In the calculus we can write
:student(v~):-.
In the algebra we could write student (2, ave3 ). Now suppose we wanted for each student year the average of gpa's of students in that year or in a greater year. In the calculus one change to the previous query will suffice (replace = by _):
However, in the algebra, aggregate functions are applied only to "equipartitions"; there is no such thing as a "greater-than-or-equal-to partition." The algebraic expression must first greater-than-join student with itself before applying the aggregate function, (student[2 _ 2]student)(5, ave3).
Next, consider the query of Section 1.
Schema:
dept(name, head, college) faculty(name, dname) grad(name, majorprof, grantamt).
Query: For every department in the Letters and Science College, compute the total graduate student support for each of the department's faculty members and print the average for the department.
In the calculus we can write, It would seem that to express this query in the algebra, we would only have to partition the grad relation by majorproof and sum grantamt, join this with the faculty relation, partition the result by the dept column, and average the sum column. Finally, we would join with the dept relation, do the college selection, and project out name and the average. The actual expression would be, (( ((grad(2, suma) 
This is incorrect, however, because faculty with no students will not be counted in the average, whereas they should appear with a zero sum. To properly express this query, and any similar query, we must generate sum tuples with zeros for those faculty having no students. To correct the above query, we should replace grad(2, suma) by the expression,
grad(2, suma) U ((faculty[l] -grad[2]) x (0}).
(3) Range formulas in Codd's definition of the calculus correspond to unions of base relations. In the calculus with aggregate functions, we need range formulas built from combinations of alpha expressions. That this is necessary can be seen by considering the algebraic expression,
R(X,f) U S(X, g).
Without our general range formulas, there is no way to write a calculus expression which can generate a set of tuples whose last column is sometimes an f-value and sometimes a g-value. Target lists can generate only one "kind" of value.
(4) Literal relations are needed in the algebra because the calculus can put into the target list constants which actually occur nowhere in an instance.
(5) Last, let us consider the uniformness property for aggregate functions. This property can be expressed as follows. Defme an aggregate formation operator of three variables by
e(X, Z,f}(I) = (t[X] oy:t ~ e(I) A y =f({t'[Z]:t' E e(1) A t'[X] = t[X]))).
This operator partitions, projects, and then applies the function. The set Agg has the uniformness property if for every e, X, Z, andfthere is anf' in Agg such that
e{X, Z,f)(I) = e[XZ](X,f')(I)
for all I.
The three-argument aggregate formation operator closely corresponds to applying an aggregate function to a calculus expression. The Z represents the attributes in the target list of the alpha. To illustrate the relationship between the three-argument and two-argument aggregate operators, consider the relation, With the three-argument operator we have,
R{(I), (2), sum1) --ANTHONY KLUG
The same result can be obtained with a two-argument operator as follows: R[1, 2]( 1, sume).
Translating Algebra to Calculus
In this section we want to show that for every algebraic expression e ~ E there is a closed alpha a with e(I) = a(I) for all 1 E I. This is done recursively as follows:
(0) A literal (c} corresponds to the alpha (c):-:-(empty range and qualifier).
(1) For a schema relation R,, the corresponding alpha is simply R,.
For the next three steps assume e has a corresponding alpha of the form (6 .... , tn):rl ..... rm:t~. The target list will be abbreviated t, and we will treat t as a tuple when forming new target lists with projections. In (2)- (7) [ X l, f(v2:ct(v2) 
:ve[ X] = vl[ X])):o~(vl):-.
For the next three steps assume e~ and e2 are associated with a~ and a2, respectively. All steps, excluding possibly (2), should be clear.
For step (2), suppose a ~ e[X](I). There is an a' E e(I) with a'[X] = a. By induction, a' E a(I), so for some valuation x for S = {(vl, rl(I)) ..... (vm, rm(I))), a' = (6(1, S, x) ..... tn(I, S, x))
and ~k(I, S, x) = I. 
From this we get a = t[X](I, S, x) and (3rh+l) -.. (3rm)~/(I, S, x) = 1.

For the converse, suppose a E (t[X]):ra ..... rh:(3rh+l) ... (3rm)~k(I, S, x).
Relational Algebra and Relational Calculus Query Languages
By definition there is a valuation x" such that ~(L S, x") = 1. Let a" ffi t(L S, x"). By induction, a" E e(I), and we see that a"[X] = a; hence a ~ e[X](I).
Translating Calculus to Algebra
The goal of this section is to prove that every closed alpha has an equivalent algebraic expression. Formally, for every such a there is an e ~ E such that a(1) ffi e(1) for all IEI.
Our approach is necessarily different from Codd's. With the latter approach 3 a cross product is formed from all range expressions, and restrictions, projections, and divisions are used to extract the answer from this cross product. With aggregate functions, new columns containing new values are created, and forming cross products will not work. We must attack alpha expressions directly: For all terms, formulas, and alphas, we seek to produce "equivalent" algebraic expressions. These are then combined recursively until an expression for the original alpha is obtained. The algebraic representation for a term should evaluate to a set containing a single 1-tuple which is the interpretation of the term. The algebraic representation for a formula should evaluate to an empty set if the interpretation of the formula is false and to a nonempty set if it is true. The algebraic representation of an alpha should evaluate to a set of tuples which equals the interpretation of that alpha.
Clearly, the problem with such a recursive translation is the presence of free variables. The free variables from a calculus object must be explicitly represented in some fashion, since a calculus object cannot have a well-defined value until values for the free variables are given. In our approach we represent a calculus object not by just an algebraic expression but also by a list of pairs of attribute-qualified variables and attribute numbers. Formally, a free attribute list L is a set of pairs (v, [A ] , d), where v, is a variable whose range has degree n, A is a column number (0 _ A _ n), and d is an attribute number of an expression. Such a pair says that column d in the associated expression "represents" column A of the free variable v,.
We define several notational conventions using free attribute lists. These conventions use the lists to generate selections, restrictions, and projections. In the following definitions, L is a free attribute list, e is an expression, and x is a valuation.
(1) L = x. This an equiselection clause defined as follows.
is part of L r. (Sometimes the A's will be displaced.) These restrictions will be used when variables are bound by quantifiers. a Codd's proof seems to be m error The first step m hts reduction, putting the quahfieatlon into prenex normal form, is tmposstble with range-coupled quanufiers For example, consider the formula,
where r is a range formula for v,, and v, is not free mp Codd's algorithm would transform this formula to the following formula (3,-)(? v q).
These two formulas are not eqmvalent, however, because the second can never be true m an instance I ff the range r(l) is empty In such a case, the first formula can stdl be true lfp is true.
(3) L s. This is a list obtained by simply listing in order all attribute numbers (righthand sides) in L. These lists will be used in projections and aggregate operators. (6) L1L2. Juxtaposition will denote the union of the lists.
We will sometimes need an expression guaranteed never to be empty. If D is an expression of degree n, we let D* be the expression ((1} -( (1) As another convention to keep the notation manageable, we do not adjust attribute numbers when rearranging expressions. For example, to be precise, the rule that restrictions commute with projections gives the equation,
However, since we will be dealing with symbolic references to attributes, we will not produce (complicating) arithmetic expressions for the new attribute numbers. For example we would write the above equation with symbolic attribute references simply as
R[X O Y][Z] = R[Z][X O Y].
We also use projections with possibly empty projection lists. An empty projection can be formally defined as We now describe the translation from the calculus to the algebra. The input for each type of object (term, formula, alpha) includes the object and a free list S (as in Section 2.5). The output is an algebraic expression e, a free attribute list L, and either a projection list Z or another expression E. In the followmg we give properties of this translation, then we give the exact specifications of the translation, and finally we prove that the properties hold.
(l) For every term t we define an expression e, a free attribute list L and a projection list Z such that for all/, S, and x,
e[L = x][Z](I) = (t(1, S, x)}.
(2) For every formula 6 we define an expression e, a free attribute list L, and a formula E such that for all/, S, and x,
The expression E will be used for negations.
(3) For every alpha a we define an expression e, a free attribute list L, and a projection list Z such that for all/, S, and x,
elL = x][Z](I) = a(I, S, x).
Note that once we prove property (3) we are done, since for a closed alpha a, we will have a
(I) = e[Z](I).
We now give the details of the translations.
Term Translation: 
(a) Atomic tl 0 tz, where the translation of tl, tz gives, respectively el, ee, Z1, Z2, L1, L2:
, where the translation of (closed) a gives expression h and where v, is bound to D:
(c) Negation ~~k, where ~k gives expressions h, and H, and free attribute list J: 
1, then either ~(I, S, x) --1 or ~r(1, S, x) = 1. In either case,
If (~ V ~r)(/, S, x) = 0, then ~(/, S, x) = 0 and ¢r(1, S, x) = 0, and the above equals (b) To simplify the notation for nonatomic alphas, we only consider the case of an alpha having two target list terms in which there is only one free variable, say v,, whose range is D:
tED(I)
tl(I, S, x[i/t])} × (t2(I, S, x[i/t])) t c_D(1) q,(l,S,x[t/t])=l
= a(1, S, x).
Thus, for all 1 E I, a(I) = e[Z](I)
, and a is equivalent to an algebraic expression.
EXPLANATIONS (1) Since x, ~ D(I), D[A][I = x,[A]](1) = {x,[A]).
(2) First note that by the hypothesis on the family Agg of aggregate functions,
Restrictions commute with other restrictions and with cross products [9] , and L1 refers only to el and L2 only to e2. 
Summary and Future Work
5.1 SUMMARY. To recapitulate, report writers may be thought of as query languages having aggregate functions. Within the framework of the relational model we have formally defined aggregate functions so that the imprecise notion of "duplicates are not removed" is not needed.
Relational algebra has been extended to include an aggregate formation operator. It partitions its operand by specified columns and applies the aggregate function to each partition.
Relational calculus has been extended so that a term, which may appear in a target list or m a qualification, can be formed by applying an aggregate function to a calculus subexpression. It has been necessary to allow variables to range over alpha expressions rather than simply over unions and projections of base relations.
We have shown that the set of queries expressible in the algebra is the same as the set of queries expressible in the calculus. 
